FLEXO SLEEVING RAPID INSTALL TOOL
This tool eliminates the mind-numbing process of applying expandable sleeving to cable bundle. Anybody who has ever tried to install long lengths of sleeving over a cable bundle knows that Worming the sleeving along the bundle is extremely tedious and time consuming.
With the Flexo Slewing Rapid Install Tool, the process is dramatically speeded up, considerably reducing the labor costs. The system is simple to set up and interchangeable components accommodate diameters up to 2”. The expandable sleeving is loaded onto tube, then the cable bundle is pushed through the back end of the tube just until it appears out of the tube, then the sleeved bundled pulled from between the wheels. The wheels smooth the sleeving over the bundle for a neat finish.
The whole process takes just a few minutes.

HOW TO USE THE FLEXO SLEEVING RAPID INSTALL TOOL

Step 1
Load sleeving over the tube.

Step 2
Push wire bundle through the machine until it appears out of the tube.

Step 3
Pull both sleeving and wire bundle to desired length.

INN-EXP
Flexo Slewing Rapid Install Tool - Base Unit

INN-EXPCS
Flexo Slewing Rapid Install Tool - Complete Kit, Small, 3 ft.

INN-EXPCL
Flexo Slewing Rapid Install Tool - Complete Kit, Large, 6 ft.

INN-EXPCL
Flexo Slewing Rapid Install Tool - Complete Kit, Small

INN-EXPSL
Flexo Slewing Rapid Install Tool - Single Kit, No Stand

INN-EXPT063
Flexo Slewing Rapid Install Tool - 3 ft. Tube Assembly

INN-EXPT066
Flexo Slewing Rapid Install Tool - 6 ft. Tube Assembly
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